
Chapter 1 – Introduction, Tracks and the Text Editor 

Introduction 

The HMG Strata Log program is a log drafting program designed for the well-site geologists. With 

specially designed advanced features, this program is ideal for use on vertical, deviated and horizontal 

drilling projects, and is a complement to the Horizontal XSection program. Specifically, there are many 

advanced features to this software designed to help with log correlation on vertical wells, deviated 

wells and the build portion of horizontal wells.  

 

I advise all users of this software to read through this manual to learn about the many basic and 

advanced features in the HMG Strata Log Program, but it is remarkably easy to learn and simple to get 

started. 

 

Easy to Use 

This software has been designed to be quick to learn, employing many of the standard features typical 

of PC programs. Most of the popular menu items can also be quickly accessed with the click of the 

mouse key on the graphical tool bar shown below. 

 

  

 

Tracks 

The HMG Strata Log uses the track system to display information. Each track is used to display a 

particular type of data. 

 

Easy to format, the HMG Strata Log allows for up to 6 separate graph tracks for curves like ROP and 

gas, 4 separate histogram tracks to display porosity or grain size, a track for sample percentage, a track 

for descriptions, and a track for depths that can also display other log information. Photographs can 



be imported (and automatically scaled to fit) into any of the graph tracks or the sample description 

track (See Chapter 5). Each track has at top a header that displays the tracks purpose (i.e. 

descriptions). Moreover the graph tracks have a curve key below the header that labels the curves. 

The track header can be toggled on and off by depressing the F2 key. 

 
By moving the mouse over a track, information regarding the track is displayed at the bottom of the 

window. 

 

Advanced Features 

Two of the most advanced features in this program are the ability to toggle between TVD Mode and MD Mode. 

MD Mode allows the usual measured depth log that has been the industry standard for decades. TVD mode, 

shown below, allows the user to convert the log into a TVD corrected log (just hit F8 key) with 3 separate 

scrollable graphs for correlation with offset logs directly on your computer screen, without the hassle of 

printing. Moreover, correlating tools like the ability to see both subsea and true vertical depths between the 

mudlog and offset logs and the ability to highlight target zones on offset logs can be very beneficial to help with 

correlating. See Chapter 9 for more on TVD Mode and Correlating. 

 

The Intervals feature (See Chapter 6 – Intervals Menu) allows the user to shade portions of any or all tracks to 

show the location of shows, cores, connections, slides or almost any interval of drilling the user would like to 

highlight graphically. 



 

 
 

This software has also been adapted to print directly to log paper style printers that are unique with their 8.5” x 

6.25” fan fold paper. Header pages and the log key will fit perfectly on these specific page formats. 

 

Finally, this software was designed by a well-site geologist for ease of use and fast data entry. An example is 

survey data that can be automatically loaded into the text editor by holding down the shift key while clicking 

the mouse key on the graph or description tracks (see Chapter 4 – Survey Data). Moreover, the survey data to 

be displayed can be formatted in the tools menu (Tools->Set Survey Data To Text Format…; see Chapter 7).  

 

Tracks: Description, Depth, Stratigraphy and Sample % Tracks 
These tracks are relatively simple and self-explanatory; the graph and histogram tracks will be discussed in later 

chapters. There is only one of the Description, depth stratigraphy and sample % tracks that can be displayed on 

the log. 

 

Description Track 

Click on this track, usually in the middle of the log to open the Text Editor (discussed below). Text will 

automatically be sized to fill the track. Right click to move text up or down and or to delete a description. 

Photographs can also be displayed in the description track when in Picture Mode (see Chapter 5 for more 

information).  

 

 



Depth Track 

The Depth Track, also usually towards the center of the log (by default) shows the depth and can be edited to 

display depths every 100’, 50’ or 25’ in the formatting menu.  Depths are displayed horizontally if the width of 

the depth track is half an inch or greater, otherwise depths are displayed vertically. Clicking on the depth menu 

will add the selected image from the Mode->Image Mode menu to the depth track (i.e. midnight image; see 

chapter 5 for more on the Mode Menu).  

 

Stratigraphy Track 

The stratigraphy track is an interpretive track where the lithology drilled is displayed. To draw lithology in the 

stratigraphy track simply choose the lithology type from the toolbar then click the left-mouse key while drawing 

down or up. Lithology will be drawn in 1’ increments. Release the left- mouse key when done drawing. Use the 

right-mouse key to move or delete a lithology element. Lithology beds can be drawn on top of other lithology 

beds to show interbedding for example. 

 

%Sample Track 

The Sample Track is where the geologists enters the quantitative percent values for the rock-type that makes up 

an individual sample. To open the “Add or Edit Sample Percentages” editor the user simply clicks on the Sample 

% track.  The sample interval is set in the 

tools menu item Tools->Set Sample / 

Histogram Interval (see Chapter 7).  The 

dropdown menu under Lithology allows the 

user to select any of the 20 lithology types in 

the program (see Chapter 7 on how to enter 

/ change lithology types). The drop down 

menu under Percentages allows the user to 

select a range from 5% to 100% for the 

selected lithology. The Percentage Left does 

the math for you, and you may only leave 

this window (or select cancel) when the 

percentage left reads 0%. Use the Load 

Lithology Order button and / or the Save 

Lithology buttons to save or load a particular 

lithology order. The preview area window 

shows what your selected lithology and 

percentages will look on the log. Selecting no 

sample will put a red X over the selected 

sample depths as shown below. 

 

Text Editor 
All text that is entered in the HMG Strata Log program, including on the Profile and Map Views (see Chapter 7) 

uses the text editor shown below.  The text editor allows the user to select the Text Color, Font, Background 

Color, and the Font Size. Moreover, the user can select a Bounding Rectangle and or a Pointer line when text is 

added to any of the graph tracks. These two features (Bounding Rectangle and Pointer) are not available when 



the text is entered into the description track. The Set Text Style as Default button allows the user to save the 

selected Text Color, Background Color, Font and Font Size to memory so that when the text editor is next 

opened the saved parameters will be automatically selected. The user can also use the F2 – F6 keys to save font 

parameters (again Text Color, Background Color, Font and Font Size). This utility is an easy way for the user to 

remember to use a particular text-parameter set for a particular purpose. For example, a log example shown 

above shows survey data 

displayed in the graph track 

using the text color red, 

font type Arial Black, 

background color white and 

font size 8. These 

parameters can be saved to 

any of the F2-F6 keys by 

clicking the particular key 

button in the Text editor 

(i.e. key F2). Then next time 

survey data is imported 

into the text editor, the 

user simply needs to press 

the F2 key. The Bounding 

Rectangle and the Pointer 

parameters cannot be 

saved to any F 2- F6 key or 

to the Set Text Style as 

Default feature. 

 

Note: text parameters set 

to particular F-keys in the 

Text Editor, are saved by the program on the particular computer, not to any particular log file. That is, if a 

particular text-parameters set is saved in the text editor to the F2 key and the log file is saved and the program 

closed, when the program is reopened by the same computer, the F2 key will have the saved text parameters 

even if the saved file is not opened. Moreover, if a log file is opened by a different computer, the associated F 

keys (in this case the F2 key) are not stored in the log file, and so the F2-F6 keys will not have the same text 

parameters as those on the computer the F keys were set. 

 

Free-30 day Trial 

A 30-day no obligation trial of this software can be obtained by emailing Peter Falk at 

peter@horizontalmudlog.com. 


